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U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

REGION III

Report No. 50-341/84-57(DRS)

Docket No. 50-341 License No. CPPR-87

Licensee: Detroit Edison Company
2000 Second Avenue
Detroit, MI 48224

Facility Name: .Enrico Fermi Nuclear Power Plant, Unit 2

Inspection At: Enrico Fermi 2 Site, Monroe, Michigan

Inspection Conducted: November 7-9, 1984
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Inspection Summary

Inspection on November 7-9, 1984 (Report No. 50-341/84-57(DRS))
Areas Inspected: Licensee action on 50.55(e) items; licensee action on.
previous inspection findings, open, unresolved and noncompliances; independent
design review; rcview of as-built program; the inspection involved a total of
55 inspector-hours on site, including 9 inspector-hours during off shifts.
Results: Of the four areas inspected, no items of noncompliance or deviations
were identified in three areas; one item of noncompliance was identified in

the fourth area (Criterion III - failure to establish measures to assure that
the design basis is correctly translated into design drawings, and that
deviations from such standards are identified and appropriate corrective
action is taken).,
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DETAILS

1. Persons Contacted

Detroit Edison Company (DECO)

W. H. Jens, Vice President
R. Agasti, Manager Nuclear Operation
R. S. Lenart, Superintendent Nuclear Production
L. Bregni, Licensing Engineer
J. Cohen, Licensing Engineer
G. Richards, Field Engineer
S. Martin, Licensing Engineer
L. Wooden, System Engineer
T. Nickelson, Assistant to Startup Engineer
W. M. Ripley, Startup Engineer
J. Dudiets, Supervising Engineer NSSS
R. Earle, Startup Licensing Engineer
F. Sondgaroth, Nuclear Engineer
D. Thomas, Maintenance Engineer
T. Wallace, Field Engineer
M. K. Deora, System Engineer
G. M. Trahey, Director, NQA
S. P. Zoma, Resident Engineer

Those identified above attended the exit meeting on November 9, 1984. In
addition to the chove persons, other licensee and contractor personnel
were contacted decing this inspection.

2. Licensee Action on 50 35(e) Items

The inspector reviewed the possible impact on the Fermi 2 plant bya.
the 50.55(e) reported on October 17, 1984, by the Illinois Power
Company. The 50.55(e) addresses the failure of 27 out of 31 vendor
crimped lugs, on the battery chargers supplied by the Power Conver-
sion Products Company of Crystal Lake, Illinois.

Discussion with DECO personnel indicated that the regulating trans-
formers in the main power unit panels were supplied by the Power
Conversion Products Company. The licensee stattd that an inspection
of all vendor lugs on above mentioned equipment will be performed to
determine if a similar problem exist.

b. (Closed) 50-341/84-17-EE (DECO Item 125): This 50.55(e) item
addressed the environmental qualification of Marathon 6000 series
terminal blocks (tbs) in Limitorque valve operators, in a harsh
environment. DECO letter EF2-68,536 dated May 16, 1984, reported a
review performed by the licensee to identify how many Marathon 6000
series tbs existed at the Fermi plant in harsh environments.
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| Deco reported finding no Marathon 6000 tbs in the primary contain-
-

ment, while . finding six in the Limitorque valse operators outside
the containment. ._These six were reported replaced. The NRC
inspector selected one of these six . valve operators, suppressionL
chamber spray outboard isolation valve E1150-F028A (V8-2155), for
review of this corrective action. ~Retermination of wires on the
replaced TB were verified.against. schematic diagram 61721-2201-25,

; Revision G.- No discrepancies were found.

The replaced. terminal block, Weidmu11er-SAK6N, was verified to meet
environment. qualification requirements per Franklin Research Center
test program, Report F-CS205-3, dated October 1979,' and the DECO
class 1E equipment qualification. The summary on page E11-32 of
their EQ Manual was . reviewed earlier by NRR.

Maintenance Work Packages, PN21 L. Attachment A, containing TB.
. installation criteria -inspection checklists _and acceptability-
criteria were reviewed for all six Marathon 6000 series tbs replaced
with Weidmuller SAK6N.

The following packages were reviewed: -

Valve PN21-Attachment A

E1150 F024A 570093, 371824
E1150 F024B 570092, 560149, 560158, 371825
E1150 F028B 271825, 570088
E1150 F028A* 371816, 5700889
E41-50 F006 610049, 371804

* Installation of TB reviewed in field

No discrepancies were found. Based on this review this item is
closed,

c. (Closed) 50-341/84-18-EE (DECO Item 126): This 50.55(e)-report
addressed Beau Products No. 76000 series terminal blocks being
underrated at 150 VAC, for a required operation of:480 VAC.

_

The licensee reported in letter EF2-69708 dated September 13, 1984,
that during their inspection of all'NUREG 0588 Appendix E, Category
2A and 28 Limitorque valves, twelve valve operators were found
containing Beau 76000 series tbs.

Since then,-four of these tbs have been replaced with Raychem splices
located within Crouse Hinds LR form 8 conduit ~ bodies as outlined in
NCR 84-0645 dated April 24, 1984, and in subsequent FMRs S-7193,
S-7194, S-7181 and S-7192.

-The remaining eight Beau 76000 series-tbs in motor operated. valves
were being replaced with Marathon 300 tbs as outlined in FMR S-7422 L

_

Revision B. One of these MOVs, T4804F603A (V4-2144) was: reviewed in

|
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the field for TB installation.- No discrepancies were found.
i: Traveler package #555936 on the. installation of the Marathon 300 TB

in the above valve was reviewed for installation criteria,
inspection checklists and acceptability. No discrepancies were
found.<

Qualification of the Marathon 300 TB .to- required operating voltage
of 480V AC was reviewed against Limitorque Test - Project 681041 -

. Report B0119, and found acceptable. This qualification was further
supplemented by a letter form J. B. Drab of Limitorque, dated
June 28, 1984, confirming the qualification of Marathon 300 to the
required operating voltage of 480V AC.

Based on the above review this item is closed.

3. Licensee Action on Previous Inspection Findinas

a. (Closed) Noncompliance item (341/84-17-01A) This item addresses the
lack of training of electrical craftsmen to perform Raychem heat
shrink applications on safety related valves. The licensee issued
stop work orders No. 84-001 dated May 16, 1984, and No. 84-002_ dated
May 18, 1984, to stop installation of heat-shrink tubing in Motor

' Operated Valves (MOV), until satisfactory completion of trdi7ing on
the installation of Raychem heat shrink tubing had been provided to
all craftsmen involved. g

The inspector reviewed the training program consisting of approxi-
mately an hour and a half video-tape presentation by a Ray-Chem
representative, an actual demonstration of heat shrink applications
and the requirement for performing heat shrink by electricians. As
of May 30, 1984, approximately 220 electrical craftsmen and QC
personnel have been trained based on the training. attendance records
reviewed.

The inspector also reviewed the following procedures which have been
revised to ensure that craftsmen have appropriate heat shrink appli-
cation training prior to installing Raychem kits on permanent plant
components.

(1) Bechtel Construction / Maintenance Procedure 14124-FEP-2.0 R4-1
' dated October 30, 1984, addressing power cable termination and

splicing.

(2) Bechtel Construction / Maintenance Procedure 14124-FEP-1.0 R4-3
dated October 31, 1984, addressing cable terminations and-
splicing for control and instrumentation systems.

(3) DECO procedure 38.000.09 Revision 0 (still in the approval ,

cycle) addressing cable termination.

The licensee-had taken corrective action to preclude recurrence and
has adequately addressed this item.' This item is closed.
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. b .1 -(Open) Noncompliance 11 tem (341/84-17-01B) This' item rolstes to#th5,
inadequate-design revies performed by the licensee on' OCPiT2301E01, E '
Revision A, regarding'penetrat*gn backup _ fuses. '-]

'

'The inspector _ reviewed the.-licensee's'borrective-action a'ctivities
~

to_ determine' progress.cn this. issue. . Specification'3071-128,
b [.Section-EJ, was issued tof e-used specifically by field personnel-b

'in lieu ofcthe design drawings to assure that each fuse is inspected-T.s

''for proper size, identification, function', manufacturer, type, and *

position. (~

n .

The licensee indicated that a; comprehensive program was being
-initiated.to assure that all aspects and casign requirements are
properly verifled. This_ program will be, completed before fuel loa'd.

.

The . licensee appears -to 'be addressing this , issue appropriately.
Pending final-NRC review'of program impl6 mentation, this item

7remains open.
. 4_

c. (0 pen) Unresolved _ item-(341/84-14-O'2) his its nddresses " a main
turbine Main Steam stop valve . =1+ 'sw s ci.es 2N30N16" . - '
-167C, -168C,' which transmit a sunal t' e scram '.

Reactor Protection System (RPS). Ins ,ast- ument 1 h

these positions switchea as norseismic, 9 level IIl

Review.{ndicatedthattheswitc.'sidentifiedabove ,

EA170-30000 limit switches having three normally opt < - rs
normally closed sliding contacts. .n; enclosure of-

.

'

ineets the requirements of Nema 1, 4 and 13. _ Tha sw .ir

withstand 100% relative humidity i- properly se ed he co.
entry. The maximum temperature rating is -20*c ;0*c. Sta
Namco butt type contact switches are rated at 20 amperes resist '

at-125 volts AC. However, because of the reduced spacing with the '

sliding contacts the rqsistive rating of the NAMCO type EA170'30006c
limit switch contacts'is cut in half and is specific (as 10 amps 'at
125 volts AC. The inductive ratings for"these' switches is not. '

'available from the manufacturer. '"

This item remains open ,pending idditional limit switch technical,

data to be supplied.by,the licenseei -

s

n , <

d. (Closed) Unresolve'ditemJ341/82-07-06) This item addressed ques-
tions on whether the power' feeds to block valve VID-2003 should be

,

from a class IE source. ;This valve has since been removed from the .
main steam leakage control system to the bypass leakage control, and' ,A

then la g .asidered unnecessary for the Bypass Leakage Control ~ ,
system as outlined and reviewed in Deco letter EF2-65632 dated. S'--

September 22, 1983. Power has t;een removed from the vaivt per
FMR 6583 dated January 16,1984 "and froa if.s controls iride' main .[
control room panel per FMR.6584 dated December 15,1983, th'us ' . ,
resolving the original issue of a class 1E source. The valve is
now in a locked 'creri position as listed on the " locked valve .. lineup t

s

i sheet", reference " Temporary Change _ Request" log No. TOG 92. Based
--

% on this review this item is , closed. ''
-
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e. (Closed) Open item (341/79-17-03) This item addressed inadequate

control of design change posting on project documents reviewed at
site contractor locations. During this inspection a review was
performed by,the NRC inspector where ten drawings were randomly
selected at the Bechtel site office for verification of latest
revisions and posting of design changes. For example, the documents
reviewed included drawing 6E721-2836-21 Revision I, having posted

, charges DCR E5042A and ABE-1311. No discrepancies were found.
Mased on this review this item is closed.

\
f. (0 pen) Open item (341/84-17-07): This item addressed the seismic

bolting of 480V motor control centers in regard to a lack of
criteria on the size and tightness of these bolts. The following
information was requested from the licensee to reach a conclusion on
this issue:

(1) Confirmation from the manufacturer on the size and torque value
of the anchor bolts used during the seismic qualification of
the MCC.

(2) Pocumented analysis confirming the adequacy of the size and
torque value of the bolts installed in the field, necessary
in the event that these values differ from those used by the
manufacturer during the seismic qualification of these MCCs.

( ,

[ A sample review was performed in the field on MCC 72B-3A position 3
' using torque wrench #TW224 calibration due date 11/23/84. Torque

values of the 5/16" bolts were found to meet or exceed 11 foot lbs.

The licens'ee concurred with the NRC inspectors request for item 1.

and 2 and con.mitted to' provide this information on a subsequent
inspection. Pending review of this information, this item remains
open.

l (0 pen) Unresolved item (341/81-12-02): This item addressed cross.

overs-of associated divisional cable from common Balance of Plant
(BOP) trays to redundan't divisional trays. The licensee's staff,
Mr. Leon Collins, was advised that a documented analysis, based ong , ,

'

worst case conditions, was required from the licensee to justify no
degradation of class 1E divisional cables in redundant divisional

' trays. Such an analysis would include addressing effects of postu-
lated faults on the safety of the plant, adequacy of fuse ratings,

't assurance of protecthe devices on spare cables and postulated worst
case condition Moltage sources being applied across low voltage j
instrument cables. Pending review of this analysis this item 1

remains opeg.,

h. (0 pen) Nonc mpliance item (341/84-17-01C): It was previously
identified that the licensee did not calibrate 78 safety related

(q instruments to the required accuracy specification of .25%, and the
licensee did not identify these safety related instruments in a'

punch list for'che recalibration of these instruments to the l

required accurecy of .25%. The inspector reviewed the following |

corrective actionsi hat had been taken by the licensee: I
'
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=(1). lhe' licensee revised procedure ~#41.000.11, Revision 7, dated
July 31,'1984, titled." Calibration of Process Instrumentation".
Paragraph 4.1.1-1 had been revised to read, "as left accuracy

~ hall be based on the manufacturer's guaranteed accuracy. timess
' 1.0, however, an increase of' decrease from the above value may

be taken depending on the requirements of the instrument. An
,

increase of the "as left" limits on~ Safety Related (QA1) or
Technical . Specification Instrumentation requires approval from

' '
- Nuclear Engineering.in accordance Procedure #12.000.11

(Engineering Evaluation Request)".

(2)~ The licens~ee has identified and punch listed 209 safety-related
instruments for recalibration to the required accuracy of .25%.

(3) The licensee has calibrated 76 safety-related instruments of
the punch listed instruments to the required accuracy of .25%.
The inspector also observed that the licensee is going to be-
derating some of the safety related-instruments required for
safe shutdown (B21-N091A, B, C and D). During the exit inter-
view the inspector informed the licensee that a list of all the
instruments that the are to be derated, and a comprehensive
engineering analysis for each instrument and-system in which
the instrument is meant to function should be provided for NRC
review. The licensee acknowledged the inspectors position.
Pending review of the listing and the Engineering Analysis,
this item remains open.

i. (Closed) Bulletin (341/74-08-BR): It was previously identified in
Bulletin 74-08 that'there were potential problems due to higher pick
up points for the magnetic (instantaneous) trip elements than the
published ITE time-current curves for ITE Breakers that were manu-
factured before May 1974. After May 1974, ITE performed modifica-

'tions to correct the potential problems. The licensee has taken
corrective action by conducting a field survey of ITE Breakers used
at Fermi 2 to determine the manufacture date of each of the HE-3
Breakers used in Class 1E systems.

The results of the survey indicated that the breakers in use at.
Fermi 2 were manufactured between August 1977 and October 1982 and
that the potential problem did not exist at Fermi 2. Based on the,

above information and NRC review, this item is closed.

|3
' 4. . Independent Design Review
L

a. During this inspection the inspector examined the RHR-shutdown
cooling . initiation and valve line up control logic shown on '

'

schematic diagrams 61721-2201-2 Revision J '(loop' A) and schematic
diagram 61721-2201-5 Revision J (loop B).

Loop A logic dictates that relay K63A energizes to auto close-
| shutdown control valve E11-F015A when the following four permissive
I

contacts are closed:

I
L
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(1) A71B-K18 - Reactor water level - low level 3.
(2) RHR Valve E11-FG08 is not closed.
(3). RHR Valve E11-F009 or E11-F608 is not clesed.
(4) 831-K202A - Reactor pressure low.

'(Note: Loop B is identical to Loop A)

b. The inspector observed that schematic diagram drawing 61721-2201-2
Revision J specifies relay contact B31-K202A as B21-K202A,. also the
reference drawing for the coil is specified as 61721-2095-29.
Review of applicable design-documents indicated that B21-K202A
should have been B31-K202A and that the proper reference drawing
should be 6I721-2105-11._ A review of past revisions made to drawing
6I721-2201-2 indicated that:

(1) Revision B dated December 15, 1978, incorporated B31-K202A into
the drawing.

(2) Revision I dated August 8,1984, changed contact B31-K202A to
B21-K202A (error) and noted the change as " Record Change".

'(3) Revision J dated September 27, 1984, shows this contact as -

B21-K202A and reference drawing as 6I721-2095-29. (Note:
Both are in error.)

(4) As-built document ABI-139 dated August 24, 1983, and incorpor-
ated into 61721-2205-2 and -5 drawings Revision H, did not
reflect the as-built condition.

In addition, description of contact A713-K17 states " Closes on level
3 or high drywell pressure (Ref. 9)." Examination of this contact
indicated that it should have stated: " closes on level 3 and below."

Each revision to the drawing has been reviewed, signed and approved
by the following DECO personnel:

Draftsman.

Checker.

Electrical Engineer.

Engineering Assurance Engineer.

_ Project Director.

System Engineer.

Division Director.

None of the above personnel identified the~ discrepancies described
above. Futhermore, discussion with preoperational test engineers on
the RHR system indicated that this system had been tented and was in
the process of being turned over. No corrective act1on was initiated
to correct the identified discrepancies, even though B21 was changed
to B31'on the test engineers yellow lined master drawing with a
black pen in September 1983.

Also a supervising design engineer, in the Troy' Engineering Office,
marked a reference print noting this error a week before this NRC
inspection started. However, no proper corrective action was taken

8
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'to correct these discrepancies until the last day of the NRC
inspection. Subsequently, on November 8, 1984, ABI-0777 was
'senerated to correct the deficiency relating to B21 versus B31.

3ased on the above the inspector informed the licensee that failure
to adequately implement adequate design control measures to preclude
discrepancies among design documents and failure to take immediste
corrective action to correct such discrepancies is considered an
example of a noncompliance contrary to the requirements of 10 CFR 50,
Appendix B, Criterion III (341/84-57-01).

c. During the review of the RHR system test program the inspector
noted .that the yellow lined master file did not contain drawing
6I721-2201-2 P.evision I dated August 14, 1984. Note that Revision J
dated October 2, 1984 was in file.

Further review with Document Control indicated that this drawing was
transmitted to the preoperational test department on August 28, 1984,
but did not arrive at its destination. The licensee could not
explain the reason for this drawing not being in the file. Since
this drawing revision was included as required in test PRET
E1100.001, Revision 3, and incorporated into the procedure, it is
essential that all yellow lined master test copies are kept in file.
Pending further investigation by the licensee and the NRC inspector
into the control process of distributed drawings, this item remains
open (341/84-57-02).

5. Review of As Built Program (Module 370518)

A walkdown was performed in the areas of the control room and the
maintenance group primarily to review the status of the licensee's as-
built prog.am and discuss details of a NRC review at these locations on

- subsequent inspections.

a. Control Room

Discussions were held with Mr. Terry Schehr, Chief Supervising
Officer, regarding the status of the as built program in the control
room. It appeared that the licensee was in the process of comple-
ting their list of documents to be placed in the control room, as
well as establishing two sets of controlled drawings at a convenient
location in the control room. One set of Mylar drawings was t9 be
used "for information" by the plant operators to mark the latest
operating status of valves and other plant equipment. Such markings
would be temporary and be erased from the mylars as the status
changed, such as the opening or closing of a valve.

The licensee was informed that design changes to both sets would be
reviewed on a subsequent inspection, together with a review of the-
list of documents, drawing clarity, and a verification of installa- |.

tions in the control room panels relative to meeting conditions '

shown on as-built drawings.
,
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b.~ Maintenance Group.

The maintenance group was found to be' prepared for an as-built
review and was informed that the review would include verifying
vendor-drawings and catalogs necessary for plant maintenance, timely
access to documents and verifying as-built conditions.in the field,

,

to~as-built vendor documents. This review-by the NRC will be
continued on a subsequent inspection.

c. The inspector examined Division I ECCS-trip unit cabinet H21-P082 to.
. ascertain the as-built condition of the panels internal components.

_

The following design drawings were used:

(1) Outline drawing 61721-2281-32, Revision D
(2) Internal / External wiring diagram 61721-2282-44, Revision F
(3) Internal / External. wiring diagram 61721-2282-45, Revision F

,

Examination of internal wirings, device locations, fuse sizes, and
-proper device designations indicated no apparent deficiencies except
for minor deviations which were previously identified by the.

licensee for review and disposition.
,

6. Open Items

Open items are matters which have been discussed with the licensee, which
; will be reviewed further by the inspector, and which involve som. action
~

on the part of the NRP or licensee or both. An open item disclo: 1
during the inspection is discussed in Paragraph 4.c.

.

7. Exit Interview
,

The inspectors met with the licensee representatives (denoted in Persons
: Contacted) at the conclusion of the inspection on November 9, 1984. The
' inspectors summarized the purpose and findings of the inspection, which'
' were acknowledged by the licensee.
,

,
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